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1.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Which of the following is not a part of the six main UN bodies?
Trusteeship Council
Military Committee
Security Council
Economic and Social Council
International Court of Justice

2.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Which of the following is not an institution of the European Union?
European Council
Council of Europe
European Commission
Council of the European Union
European Parliament

3.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

World War I was ended via the:
Congress of Vienna
Berlin Peace
Treaty of Versailles
Geneva Conference
Kyoto Protocol

4.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The basic economic concept of neoliberalism is:
emphasis on the regulatory and organizational role of the state
collective ownership of means of production
promotion of the self-regulatory abilities of the market
emphasis on creating a so-called “welfare state”
protectionism and protection of the domestic market

5.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

According to Duverger, a mass political party is:
a party with large voter support
a party representing the working class
a decentralized party with an informal organizational structure
a centralized party seeking a large number of members
a party which has long been part of government coalitions

6.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

According to the so-called patriarchal theory, states are created:
via violent conquest
on the basis of a contract
via the adoption of a constitution
on the basis of family through its proliferation
from the need to coordinate more extensive agricultural work
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7. What did Max Weber call legitimacy (authority) which relies on the strength of
personality and belief in the extraordinary abilities and credentials of a particular
person?
a) Numinous
b) Theocratic
c) Charismatic
d) Rational
e) Traditional
8.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Which of the following is not an aspect of a competitive party system?
Bipartisanship
Two and a half party system
Party cooperation system
Atomized party system
Limited pluralism

9.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Within its independent competence, a municipality in the Czech Republic may issue:
municipal ordinances
generally-binding regulations of the municipality
legal measures of the municipality
municipal laws
generally-binding interpretations of court decisions

10. Judges of the Czech Constitutional Court are appointed by:
a) the president for 10 years with the approval of the Chamber of Deputies
b) the president for 10 years with the approval of the Senate
c) the president for life
d) the president for life with the approval of the Chamber of Deputies
e) the president for life with the approval of the Senate
11. The maximum term of office of Chamber of Deputies in the Czech Parliament is:
a) 3 years
b) 4 years
c) 5 years
d) 6 years
e) the Chamber of Deputies does not have a determined regular term of office
12. Which of the following classical sociology authors would you assign to the opinion
that a “biological organism and society can live even though their individual
components (cells, individuals) expire”?
a) G. Simmel
b) H. Spencer
c) F. Tönnies
d) E. Durkheim
e) M. Weber
13. Which of the following expresses the opinion that sociology should be one of the
branches of natural sciences?
a) Extreme naturalism
b) Moderate evolutionism
c) Extreme formalism
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d) Extreme evolutionism
e) Moderate naturalism
14. Which of the following phenomena most contradicts the content of the notion of mass
culture?
a) Public opinion poll
b) Information highway
c) Popularization of art
d) Hyper reality
e) Alternative creation
15. Which of the following authors uses the term social-economic formation in his
concept of society?
a) H. Spencer
b) V. Pareto
c) K. Marx
d) A. Comte
e) E. Durkheim
16. In sociology terminology, which of the following belongs to the structural elements of
a social control system?
a) Safety of citizens
b) Social security
c) Public control
d) Social sanctions
e) Legislation
17. The concept of bureaucracy is mainly related to the sociological discipline of:
a) Organizational Sociology
b) Institutional Sociology
c) Social Pathology
d) Leisure Time Sociology
e) Old Age Sociology
18. According to theoretical terminology, regional development can have the following
nature:
a) Cardinal
b) Estrogeneous
c) Ordinal
d) Exogenous
e) Nominal
19. Which of the following techniques is used in a qualitative approach to sociological
research?
a) Mass data collection
b) Conversational analysis
c) Standardized questioning
d) Analysis of arithmetic averages
e) Discrimination analysis
20. Which of the following is not a form of social consciousness?
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Legal consciousness
Political consciousness
Erotic consciousness
Art
None of the above
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